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Abstract. Many studies have been published related to the model of visual cryptography proposed by Naor and Shamir. Most of these studies concentrate on how to share
a single secret on the generated shares; although few of them focus on the sharing of
multiple secrets, there are still pixel expansion and low contrast problems. By reviewing the related literatures on visual secret sharing schemes for multiple secrets (VSSM
schemes), the pixel expansion is at least 2x for sharing m secrets, and the contrast is at
most 1/2x. In this paper, we propose a novel VSSM scheme that is diﬀerent from all previous schemes. Our approach, which is based on the secret separating and camouflaging
processes, not only can generate non-expansion shares but also obtain higher contrast on
recovered images without the need to redesign the codebook. Experimental results show
that the proposed scheme has achieved better performance than all of the existing VSSM
schemes.
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1. Introduction. Naor and Shamir proposed a secure cryptographic method, called the
Visual Cryptography (VC), to hide secrets of image form [1]. The encrypted secret images
of VC could be revealed by directly stacking two share images that can be recognized by
human visual, without any computation or the use of any devices. For some environments
without available devices to decrypt the share images, the VC scheme was a perfect and
convenient way to share secrets. Moreover, visual cryptography has been applied in many
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